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Abstract: Background: With a high incidence globally, deaths form gastric cancer (GC) are not rare. Early diagnosis is 
crucial to ameliorate its prognosis. Confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE) and narrow band imaging (NBI) have been 
extensively applied in gastroscopy, particularly when it comes to the detection and management of premalignant 
gastric lesion. Our meta-analysis intends to appraise the diagnostic capability and compare the efficacy of NBI and 
CLE for focal precancerous state of gastric cancer. Methods: We performed a literature search up to November 5, 
2020 in online databases and major conferences. Two investigators assessed the methodological bias by QUADAS-2, 
followed by sophisticated study selection and data exaction to make a comparison between sensitivity, specificity, 
positive and negative likelihood values, and diagnostic odds ratio. A symmetric summary receiver-operating curve 
(sROC) and its area under the curve (AUC) were used to estimate threshold effect. Additionally, we evaluated the 
publication bias by Deeks’ asymmetry test. Results and conclusions: Four studies involved 248 patients and 526 le-
sions. In analysis drawn from every lesion, the NBI’s pooled sensitivity and specificity were 87% (95% CI: 0.80-0.92) 
and 85% (95% CI: 0.75-0.91), and those of CLE were 90% (95% CI: 0.85-0.91) and 87% (95% CI: 0.83-0.91). CLE 
illustrated that the pooled two were slightly higher than NBI when compared at the level of every lesion. The AUC for 
NBI and CLE was 0.92 (0.90-0.94) and 0.95 (0.92-0.96), and there might be a threshold effect, according to the 
shoulder-like distribution of scatter points in the sROC. We did not find obvious publication bias in our meta-analysis.

Keywords: Focal precancerous state of gastric cancer, early diagnosis, confocal laser endomicroscopy, narrow-
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Introduction

Gastric cancer (GC) has joined the front rank 
(6th) of the most commonly diagnosed cancer 
and the second most common cause of cancer-
related death globally [1]. Although its inci-
dence is decreasing, its median survival time 
which has remained poor for less than 2 years 
is still not optimistic [2]. More than 60 percent 
of patients (63%) with GC have locally advanced 
stages, which lead to an unsatisfied prognosis 

after first-line treatment [3]. The presence of 
premalignant changes commonly called pre-
cancerous conditions of GC, including gastric 
intestinal metaplasia (GIM), gastric atrophy 
(GA), intraepithelial neoplasia (IN), and dyspla-
sia, et cetera, are significant risk factors for GC 
development, in line with the generally accept-
ed multistep model of gastric carcinogenesis 
[4]. Therefore, identified as secondary pre- 
vention strategies, detection and scrutiny of 
patients with these precancerous conditions 
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when it’s early, could eventually reduce mortal-
ity rates and prolong survival time for gastric 
cancer patients [5]. According to the fact that 
this stage has close correlation with the occur-
rence of early gastric cancer (EGC), its diagno-
sis needs to be accurate and effective, but on 
the contrary, the treatment for both is widely 
divergent. Hence, we consider that this stage 
should be given a new definition: focal precan-
cerous state of gastric cancer.

As the CSCO recommended presently, endos-
copy is the core for diagnosis and management 
of EGC (Evidence 1A), as well as a crucial tool 
for biopsy of target lesions [6]. While conven-
tional white-light endoscopy (C-WLE) has been 
looked upon as the basic endoscopic examina-
tion to identify questionable lesions, it is hard 
to measure up a high diagnostic efficacy of pre-
malignant changes in most cases yet [7]. 
Conducted between 2009 and 2014, previous 
studies found that the sensitivity of C-WLE in 
EGC’s diagnosis varied from 33% to 75% and 
specificity from 57.0% to 93.8% [8-13]. Against 
such background, making an accurate and sta-
ble diagnosis from the microscopic view with 
the help of endoscope is the ultimate objective 
of the evolution of endoscopic technology. As 
recent advances, some new image-enhance-
ment endoscopic techniques have been exten-
sively applied to clinical diagnosis. Recom- 
mended in consensus of experts on screening 
process of early gastric cancer in China (2017, 
Shanghai), it is easier to detect precancerous 
gastric lesions and GC, for example, by magni-
fying endoscopy, narrow-band imaging (NBI) 
and confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE). Whe- 
reas there is no clear tendency to choose a 
more proposed approach. In order to enhance 
the diagnostic accuracy of focal precancerous 
state of gastric cancer, it is still a problem 
demanding prompt solution which endoscopic 
technique is the most accurate diagnostic 
method.

NBI, with high-resolution and wide-field endo-
scopic images, has been extensively used for 
the detection of focal precancerous state of 
gastric cancer. It is mainly characterized by the 
ability to enhance visualization of superficial 
mucosa, including microvascular patterns and 
microsurface structures [14, 15]. Beyond that, 
NBI also has shown its improvement of the 
diagnostic value in the detection of precancer-

ous and early neoplastic lesions, which could 
be magnified combined with magnification 
endoscopy (ME-NBI) [16-18]. Additionally, a lat-
est endoscopic technique, the combination 
application of C-WLE and CLE, has been applied 
for detection of some gastrointestinal diseas-
es. It could be divided into two categories: 
endoscope-based CLE (e-CLE) and probe-ba- 
sed CLE (p-CLE) [19, 20]. This efficient endo-
scopic technique has advantages that not only 
can observe macroscopic and microscopic 
appearances of the gastrointestinal mucosa 
simultaneously, but also take high diagnosis 
validity into account [21, 22]. In accordance 
with previous studies, ME-NBI was excellent for 
detecting EGC successfully, with success ra- 
tio reaching 90% and 100%, respectively [23]. 
Another study showed that CLE may be benefi-
cial to the diagnosis of EGC by detecting sub-
surface microstructure, which could be basis 
for further use in clinical practice with reliability 
and accuracy, whereas it did not have signifi-
cant statistical difference from ME-NBI [24].

Generally speaking, those endoscopic tech-
niques of NBI and CLE, with the superiorities of 
providing valuable information, should be put in 
application to evaluating the focal precancer-
ous state of gastric cancer. However, it is still in 
the absence of proof from the significant differ-
ence between NBI and CLE for the patients wi- 
th focal precancerous state of gastric cancer, 
making it unclear whether or not there is dis-
tinct advantage in practice between NBI and 
CLE clinically. To determine the better utility 
between NBI and CLE, systematic review and 
meta-analysis were performed to estimate the 
diagnostic efficacy of within-lesion differences 
between these two endoscopic techniques.

Methods

Our meta-analysis was performed in accord-
ance with the recommendations of the Co- 
chrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of 
Interventions and reported based on the Pre- 
ferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). Meanwhile, we 
have already completed the registration of this 
article at International Prospective Register of 
Systematic Reviews (ID: CRD42020152450).

Literature search and study selection

Two independent authors performed a litera-
ture search from online databases like PubMed, 
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from inception to November 5, 2020. In the 
searching procedure, authors followed the prin-
ciple of combining the following terms: stomach 
neoplasms, gastric polyps, precancerous con-
dition, gastric stump, atrophic gastritis, gastric 
mucosa, epithelial dysplasia, metaplasia and 
CLE and NBI and randomized controlled trial 
(Supplementary Method 1). Giving considera-
tion to that recent research may not have been 
delivered, we also searched the abstracts and 
conference contents of three major internation-
al conferences of DDW, CGC and ACG. In the 
condition of duplicate publications, only the 
most complete and up-to-date article of the 
study was put in acquisition for double-check.

Clinical trials included must meet the criteria as 
follows: (1) True-negative (TN), false-negative 
(FN), true-positive (TP) and false-positive (FP) 
patients with focal precancerous state of gas-
tric cancer must be provided in studies to make 
assessment of the diagnostic efficacy of NBI 
and CLE in this population; (2) Comparison in 
groups of NBI versus CLE was set and reported 
in studies; (3) Results provided effective and 
quantitative data to build diagnostic 2×2 con-
tingency tables of NBI and CLE, containing TN, 
FN, TP and FP; (4) In included studies, histologi-
cal biopsy as a standard criterion (gold stand-
ard) for lesions diagnosis should be applied in 
pathological examination of gastric tissue in 
participants. For sure, only those were includ-
ed, if there were more publications from the 
same population at different period, or cases 
were mixed in different publications, then the 
information we collected can be called compre-
hensive. Our kick-out condition of articles is 
also listed below: (1) The article is case report, 
review, meta-analysis, animal or in vitro study; 
(2) Articles were published without full text, only 
as meeting abstracts; (3) Articles failed to pro-
vide data including sensitivity, specificity, posi-
tive likelihood ratio, negative likelihood ratio 
and diagnostic odds ratio to calculate diagnos-
tic efficacy at the same time. EndNote (version 
X9) was used to perform citations for the pur-
pose of facilitating management. Two inde-
pendent reviewers retrieved title and abstracts 
of studies at the beginning. For the sake of 
checking whether the studies’ eligibility was 
consistent with inclusion criteria, we conducted 
further exploration of full texts.

Data extraction and methodological bias as-
sessment

Two investigators implemented data extraction 
independently. They extracted data from the 
study included country, first author, publication 
date, study design, median age, number of 
centers, number of enrolled patients, patient 
sex ratio, number of lesions examined, and 
type of CLE and NBI. If available, data were 
extracted for each patient and each lesion. 
Additionally, we didn’t miss any supplementary 
materials to refrain from neglecting relevant 
data in appendix from each article. Consensus 
was reached by discussion and solution by  
all reviewers, if there were any discrepancies 
between them.

Giving an assessment of patient selection 
including four key domains, i.e., patients’ flow  
in the study, index test, reference standard, 
and index tests’ time and reference standard 
(flow and timing), the Quality Assessment of 
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) of 
studies was applied to evaluate all studies’ 
quality by Review Manager (RevMan) 5.3. Two 
independent investigators subjectively exam-
ined and scored the risk of bias as high, low, or 
unclear in each trial. All divergences about bias 
assessment got resolved as those in the last 
part.

Statistical analysis

To summarize and visualize odd ratios (ORs) 
with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for all stud-
ies involved, we calculated the sensitivity, spec-
ificity, positive and negative likelihood values 
(PLR and NLR), and diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) 
separately by pooling the data and constructing 
the forest plots with Stata 15. We used the Q 
test to detect threshold-independent heteroge-
neity. In the application of this statistical meth-
od, we considered P<0.10 to be significant het-
erogeneity. Moreover, three fixed knots were 
set at 25%, 50% and 75% from I2 test as prede-
fined indicators of mild, moderate and high het-
erogeneity, respectively. We calculated pooled 
data via a random-effects model for the stud-
ies whose test showed I2>50% or P<0.10. If 
not, we had another fixed-effects model to 
compute and analyse them. What’s more, me- 
ta-regression and subgroup analysis were per-
formed in order to explore the potential sources 
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of heterogeneity among these studies. Thre- 
shold analysis was executed by drawing a wei- 
ghted symmetric summary receiver-operating 
curve (sROC) and calculating the area under 
the curve (AUC). Funnel plot asymmetry test 
was conducted to assess publication bias with 
P<0.05 indicating statistical significance.

Results

Description of the included studies

Totally 8 publications were weeded out of 90 
relevant documents from manual retrieval 
sources like online database during duplicate 
checking. Among 82 potentially relevant stud-
ies identified by initial search, after screening 
both abstract and full text of references, 4 
studies (Wang 2012 [25], Gong 2015 [26], Lim 
2013 [24], Liu 2015 [27]) with a total of 248 
patients and 526 lesions involved, reported 
comparisons between NBI and CLE in detecting 
focal precancerous state of gastric cancer. 
Figure 1 shows the selection process, and 
Table 1 includes the main characteristics of 
four. Four eligible studies involving 248 patients 
reported the diagnostic efficacy of NBI and CLE 
but without reported data at an average level. 

cancer before CLE and NBI, which had inappro-
priate inclusion in the meantime. In the study of 
Gong 2015 and Wang 2012, some patients 
were eliminated from the final analysis because 
there was no adequate explanation, and in 
other words, it suggested an unclear risk of 
bias in patient flow.

The value of NBI in the diagnosis of focal pre-
cancerous state of gastric cancer

Four studies with a total of 248 patients report-
ed 526 lesions. The NBI’s diagnostic efficacy 
for focal precancerous state of gastric cancer 
lesions is assessed in each study (Table 2). As 
shown in Figure 2A, all the studies showed 
moderate heterogeneity in both sensitivity 
(I2=52.05%) and specificity (I2=70.50%) analy-
sis. Authors comprehensively evaluated the 
efficacy of each study on NBI in the diagnosis of 
GC lesion under the application of the random-
effects model. The pooled sensitivity and speci-
ficity were 87% (95% CI: 0.80-0.92) and 85% 
(95% CI: 0.75-0.91), respectively. No remarka-
ble difference between the methods was sug-
gested under the circumstance that positive 
likelihood ratio and negative likelihood ratio for 
diagnosing EGC by NBI were 5.9 (95% CI: 3.3-

Figure 1. Flow diagram of 
the studies identified in 
the meta-analysis.

Within a finite range of four 
RCTs, only one study was con-
ducted in multiple centers, 
while inversely others in a sin-
gle center. Two available CLE 
systems (eCLE and pCLE) we- 
re used for diagnosis, and to 
be specific, three of the stud-
ies used eCLE and one used 
pCLE.

Assessment of methodologi-
cal bias

Using QUADAS-2 for quality 
assessment, we recorded the 
test results all in Supple- 
mentary Table 1 and Supple- 
mentary Figure 1. Overviewing 
the included studies, the 
majority in our meta-analysis 
had high quality. One had high 
risk while another had ambig-
uous risk of bias in patient 
selection since some of them 
had been confirmed with focal 
precancerous state of gastric 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies

Study Country
Number  

of patients 
(n)

Lesions  
examined  

(n)

Age 
(yr) M/F

Endoscopists 
(n) Pathologist 

(n)
Type Endoscopic System Used

NBI CLE CLE NBI CLE NBI
Wang, 2012 China 59 62 63.1 44/15 1 2 2 eCLE ME-NBI EC-3870K (OptiScan) GIF-H260Z (Olympus)
Gong, 2015 China 82 86 59.3 58/24 2 1 2 eCLE ME-NBI EG-3870CIK (Pentax) GIF-H260Z (Olympus)
Lim, 2013 Singapore 20 125 62.5 15/5 1 1 2 pCLE ME-NBI Cellvizio-GI (Mauna Kea 

Technologies)
GIF-FQ260Z (Olympus)

Liu, 2015 China 87 253 49.8 48/39 1 1 1 eCLE ME-NBI EC-3870K (OptiScan) GIF-H260Z/GIF-Q240Z 
(Olympus)

Footnotes: M/F, male to female; NM, not mentioned; eCLE, endoscope-based CLE; pCLE, probe-based CLE.

Table 2. Results of the individual studies retrieved from 2*2 tables

Study
NBI CLE

TP:FN FP:TN Sensitivity Specificity DOR TP:FN FP:TN Sensitivity Specificity DOR
Wang, 2012 20/6 5/27 0.77 (0.56, 0.91) 0.84 (0.67, 0.95) 18.00 (4.81, 67.39) 22/4 3/29 0.85 (0.65, 0.96) 0.91 (0.75, 0.98) 53.17 (10.77, 262.34)
Gong, 2015 33/3 2/42 0.92 (0.78, 0.98) 0.95 (0.85, 0.99) 231.00 (36.45, 1463.80) 36/4 3/43 0.90 (0.76, 0.97) 0.93 (0.82, 0.99) 129.00 (27.08, 614.54)
Lim, 2013 60/6 9/50 0.91 (0.81, 0.97) 0.85 (0.73, 0.93) 55.56 (18.51, 166.74) 57/9 10/49 0.86 (0.76, 0.94) 0.83 (0.71, 0.92) 31.03 (11.67, 82.53)
Liu, 2015 108/22 29/94 0.83 (0.76, 0.89) 0.76 (0.68, 0.84) 15.91 (8.57, 29.56) 120/10 17/106 0.92 (0.86, 0.96) 0.86 (0.79, 0.92) 74.82 (32.84, 170.50)
Footnotes: DOR, diagnostic odds ratio; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; TN, true negative; TP, true positive.
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Figure 2. Forest plot of diagnostic performance of NBI (A) and CLE (B) for focal precancerous state of gastric cancer 
in a per-lesion analysis.
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10.3) and 0.15 (95% CI: 0.09-0.25), and the 
DOR was 35.94 (12.85-100.53, I2=69.7%) 
(Figure 3A). The AUC for sROC was 0.92 (0.90-
0.94), and there might be a tendency towards a 
threshold effect, since scatter points in the 
sROC were shoulder distributed (Figure 4A).

The value of CLE in the diagnosis of focal pre-
cancerous state of gastric cancer

Four studies with 248 patients reported CLE 
analysis in 526 lesions. The data was analyzed 

to estimate the diagnostic performance of CLE 
for focal precancerous state of gastric cancer 
lesions (Table 2). Similar to NBI (Figure 2B), 
pooled sensitivity of CLE to diagnosing focal 
precancerous state of gastric cancer was 90% 
(95% CI, 0.85-0.91, I2=0.0%), while specificity, 
without any heterogeneity, was 87% (95% CI: 
0.83-0.91, I2=0.0%). Positive likelihood ratio of 
CLE for diagnosing EGC was 7.12 (95% CI: 5.1-
9.7), and the negative one was 0.12 (95% CI: 
0.08-0.17). These data prompted that there 
was no statistically distinct difference among 

Figure 3. Forest diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) of NBI (A) and CLE (B).
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the methods. The DOR was 58.27 (33.67-
100.87, I2=0.0%) (Figure 3B). The AUC was 
0.95 (0.92-0.96) for sROC, and in the sROC, 
scatter points distributed in a shoulder-like 
form, which showed that a threshold effect 
exists among the included studies (Figure 4B).

Publication bias

There was no significant asymmetry display- 
ed according to NBI and CLE (P=0.44 and 
P=0.93) by Deeks’ funnel plot, indicating that 
under the application of NBI and CLE, diagnos-
tic accuracies for the per-lesion analysis was 
without significant publication bias as shown in 
Supplementary Figure 2.

Discussion

From our study, the findings were as what fol-
lows. At per-patient level, NBI has excellent 
diagnostic veracity as well as CLE. Whereas, at 
the per-lesion level, CLE has shown the slightly 
higher pooled sensitivity and specificity than 
NBI (90% vs. 87% and 87% vs. 85%). Moreover, 
it seems that it still remains a risk of bias in 
patient selection and flow and timing, mainly on 
account of the fact that 3 of the 4 studies 
include patients with suspicious lesions or high 
risk of gastric cancer. Furthermore, NBI has 
shown its value of differential diagnosis for 
lesions with relatively low sensitivity and high 
specificity in clinical tests.

The occurrence of GC is a process with multiple 
factors involving many sequential development 
stages: chronic active gastritis, chronic atro-
phic gastritis, intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia 
(alias intraepithelial neoplasia), and finally inva-
sive carcinoma [4, 28]. The progressive severity 
of the lesions significantly increases the risk of 
leading to GC. Accordingly, we set a new defini-
tion called ‘Focal precancerous state of gastric 
cancer’, including GA, GIM and IN, which pro-
gressively gives rise to the gastric cancer, but 
without a need for conventional and traditional 
surgical resection. In order to decrease the 
fatality rate of gastric cancer, recognizing high-
risk patients with focal precancerous state of 
gastric cancer may be the most effective me- 
thods. Likewise, improving the detection rate 
before cancer establishes works.

Performed as Evidence 1A, endoscope with the 
determination of the nature and location of the 
lesion can accurately identify individuals at 
greatest risk and make a precise proposal for 
establishing personalized strategy for second-
ary prevention of GC [6, 29]. A full systematic as 
well as high-quality endoscopy protocol of the 
stomach combined with histopathological biop-
sy sampling is required to detect GA, GIM, dys-
plasia, IN and EGC, especially taking post-
endoscopy GC rates of 11.3% into consider-
ation [30]. However, focal precancerous state 
of gastric cancer is of general difficulties to be 

Figure 4. The summary receiver operating characteristic (sROC) with 95% confidence interval of NBI (A) and CLE (B) 
in a per-lesion analysis. AUC, area under the curve.
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detected, because of the lack of specific mani-
festations under ordinary gastroscopy, which 
usually leads to a high mortality rate for GC. 
Therefore, image-enhanced endoscopy (IEE) is 
recommended to be used as the best imaging 
modality to detect and risk-stratify according to 
British Society of Gastroenterology guidelines 
(evidence level: moderate quality; grade of  
recommendation: strong; level of agreement: 
100%) [31]. Recently, with the development of 
NBI and CLE, doctors can determine the nature 
and location of lesions, and this became an 
important breakthrough in the history of IEE. It 
can not only provide direct observation on the 
focus, make quick determination of the nature 
and location of the lesion, but also carry effec-
tive launch of targeted biopsy, and make a judg-
ment for the later treatment plan.

By using optic digital methods, NBI is able to 
visualize the microvascular pattern, the muco-
sal surface architecture can be enhanced as 
well, and in the same way, enhancement of 
endoscopic images can also be achieved [32]. 
It showed widely available, simple and conve-
nient features without staining, and besides, it 
can display both vascular and mucosal modes 
and inspect the whole endoscopic field [33]. 
According to data from the research, the diag-
nostic efficacy of NBI in EGC and precancerous 
lesions showed obvious superiority contrasted 
with that of C-WLE and chromo endoscopy (CE) 
[16]. What’s more important, it allows to differ-
entiate between benign lesion and malignant 
lesion and predict the risk of invasive cancer 
[32]. Whereas, false-negative results is expect-
ed to appear. Its root cause lies in the NBI’s lim-
ited resolution and its weakness in detecting 
cell-level lesions [34].

CLE, including eCLE and pCLE, is promised as a 
technique for the mucosal surface and the 
immediate subsurface area examination [35]. 
Compared with others, the dominance of CLE 
over other optical techniques is that it can 
observe not only the surface structure of the 
epithelium, but also the deep structure of the 
mucosa by means of tomographic imaging. 
Clinically, CLE has the ability to accurately 
determine the edge contour of the lesion area, 
which shows a much better performance than 
C-WLE [36, 37]. Whereas, as the point tech-
nique with poor range of motion at the head  
of the endoscopy, CLE was usually used for 

lesions within a small field of view, but not for 
surveillance of large areas [20]. Moreover, CLE 
may result in allergy for requiring intravenous 
injection of fluorescent reagents. There are 
some limiting factors of CLE clinically, for exam-
ple, economic cost and availability of endo-
scopic physicians and hospitals, due to the 
high price of purchasing and maintaining, and 
also the requirement of high kill level of the 
endoscopic physicians.

Currently, NBI and CLE have shown high accu-
racy for the diagnosis of focal precancerous 
state of gastric cancer, and both of them are 
also widely used in clinical practice. Although 
NBI and CLE are compared by many studies 
with C-WLE, seldom of them have direct com-
parisons of these two endoscopic diagnostic 
methods. According to our understanding, our 
study is the first one focusing on systematic 
evaluation of the diagnostic efficacy of NBI and 
CLE for focal precancerous state of gastric can-
cer by meta-analysis.

The findings from our study were that patients 
could receive benefit from both NBI and CLE for 
diagnosis at per-patient level, while CLE show- 
ed higher sensitivity and specificity than those 
of NBI at the per-lesion level. Moreover, Song et 
al. suggested that, based on per-lesion level, 
the sensitivity and specificity of NBI were sepa-
rately manifested as 0.69 (0.63-0.74) and 0.91 
(0.87-0.94) [38]. From the result of Ying’s meta-
analysis, the pooled sensitivity and specificity 
were 0.64 (0.52-0.75) and 0.96 (0.95-0.98) 
[39]. CLE showed higher sensitivity (96.7% vs. 
69.0%) than NBI. On a per-lesion basis, CLE  
has similar specificity (94% vs. 91%) as well as  
similar AUC (99% vs. 90%), compared to NBI 
[38]. Li et al. came to the same conclusion  
that CLE showed higher values in sensitivity 
(88.9%), specificity (99.3%) and accuracy 
(98.8%) than C-WLE in application to identify 
GC or HGIN lesions [40]. The sensitivity, speci-
ficity, and accuracy of diagnosing tumorigene-
sis (including LGIN, HGIN and GC) were respec-
tively 92.13%, 99.50% and 99.15% [41]. Zhang 
and his colleagues reported that the pooled 
sensitivity, specificity and AUC of CLE were 81% 
(95% CI: 0.75-0.85), 98% (95% CI: 0.97-0.98), 
and 0.9204, respectively for the diagnosis of 
GIN lesions [21].

Undeniably, there was heterogeneity in our 
meta-analysis, which shows a similarity to other 
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studies with a high degree of heterogeneity 
[38, 42]. It was known to us that experiences 
did have an impact on the diagnostic efficacy of 
NBI for focal precancerous state of gastric can-
cer [43, 44]. Although NBI has the ability to help 
to make a differential diagnosis between EGC 
and gastritis, there will still be some limitations 
[8, 45]. Microvascular patterns and irregularity 
of the microsurface can be found by the NBI, 
especially when focusing on cancerous tissue 
spared by overlying non-neoplastic epithelium 
[38]. Particularly, for patients with the emer-
gence of EGC after the eradication of Helico- 
bacter pylori, doctors will easily ignore even if 
using ME-NBI [46]. Moreover, NBI technology 
works on the basis of high reflectivity of muco-
sal surface and the fact that hemoglobin has  
a strong absorption capacity of narrow band 
light. When observing the lesions, the normal 
judgment of NBI may be affected by the bile 
and blood on superficies of them [47, 48]. There 
are a variety of classification standards of NBI 
widely applied as the diagnostic criteria for 
ME-NBI diagnosis of focal precancerous state 
of gastric cancer. The “VS classification” crite-
rion set by Yao et al. is one of them, and it indi-
cates the presence of a lesion with the bound-
ary, an abnormal vascular network on the 
microsurface, or an unusual change on superfi-
cies of the microstructure [49, 50]. Currently, 
there are many other criteria like “MV-FMS clas-
sification” [51], “ABC classification” [52, 53], 
and “LBC classification” [54]. Relatively speak-
ing, the diagnostic criteria of CLE, which can be 
exploited to observe the structure of gastric 
mucosa at cellular and subcellular level in vivo, 
is stricter than NBI owing to microscopic visual-
ization of the gastrointestinal structures. An 
analogous diagnostic criteria put forward by 
Guo and his colleagues was adopted by all 
studies, that in CLE the GIM can be diagnosed 
with the existence of the following features in 
the image: columnar absorptive cells, goblet 
cells, and villiform shape of foveolar epithelium 
[55]. Hence, the diagnostic criteria of CLE on 
focal precancerous state of gastric cancer cor-
respond well with histopathologic criteria.

However, there are several limitations in our 
research. First, we should interpret the results 
in our meta-analysis with caution on account of 
the limited studies and little sample size. We 
have an urgent demand for further analysis 
with qualified data and that from multi-center 

studies to evaluate the effectiveness and supe-
riority of NBI and CLE in the detection of focal 
precancerous state of gastric cancer. Second, 
the overall outcomes may not be representa-
tive of all populations because the included 
RCTs were from small cohorts of patients from 
single centers of China or Singapore. Third, 
even though we adopted a random-effects 
model, heterogeneity remained in certain major 
outcomes. Heterogeneity mainly comes from 
different patient characteristics, inclusion cri-
terion and exclusion criterion, presence of 
observers’ experience bias and so on. And 
between NBI and CLE, our further comparison 
was prevented by incomparable baselines. 
Beyond that, performing subgroup and meta-
regression analysis failed to research possible 
sources of NBI heterogeneity among studies for 
only four RCTs included. Finally, data from dif-
ferent studies might be under the influence of 
variable experiences of endoscopists during 
the usage of NBI and CLE, and our research did 
not clearly describe the experience level of the 
endoscopists.

Conclusions

This meta-analysis has demonstrated that, NBI 
and CLE both have outstanding diagnostic effi-
cacy, while the CLE’s pooled sensitivity and 
specificity were slightly higher than those of 
NBI at the per-lesion level (90% vs. 87% and 
87% vs. 85%). Nevertheless, in account of that 
only a few studies were available, and we think 
that more high-quality trials shall be updated 
and further investigated.
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Supplementary Method 1

Search strategy for PubMed

(((((((((((((((((((stomach neoplasms[MeSH Terms]) OR (((((stomach[MeSH Terms]) OR stomach[Title/
Abstract]) OR gastric[Title/Abstract])) AND (((((cancer[Title/Abstract]) OR carcinoma[Title/Abstract]) OR 
neoplasm[Title/Abstract]) OR malignant[Title/Abstract]) OR tumor[Title/Abstract])))))) OR ((((Precancerous 
Conditions[MeSH Terms]) OR Precancerous lesions[Title/Abstract]) OR Preneoplastic Condition[Title/
Abstract]) OR Precancerous Condition[Title/Abstract])) OR (((((Gastric Stump[MeSH Terms]) OR gastric 
stumps[Title/Abstract]) OR gastric remnant[Title/Abstract]) OR residual stomach[Title/Abstract]) OR 
remnant stump[Title/Abstract])) OR (((Gastritis, Atrophic[MeSH Terms]) OR atrophic gastritides[Title/
Abstract]) OR atrophic gastritis[Title/Abstract])) OR ((Stomach Ulcer[MeSH Terms]) OR (((((stomach[MeSH 
Terms]) OR stomach[Title/Abstract]) OR gastric[Title/Abstract])) AND ((((ulcer[MeSH Terms]) OR 
ulcer[Title/Abstract]) OR anabrosis[Title/Abstract]) OR ulceration[Title/Abstract])))) OR (((((stomach[MeSH 
Terms]) OR stomach[Title/Abstract]) OR gastric[Title/Abstract])) AND (((Adenoma[MeSH Terms]) OR (ade-
noid tumor)[Title/Abstract]) OR adenoma[Title/Abstract]))) OR (((((((((mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR Mucous 
Membrane[MeSH Terms]) OR mucus membrane[Title/Abstract]) OR mucous lining[Title/Abstract])) AND 
((gastric[Title/Abstract]) OR stomach[Title/Abstract])) OR ((((((((gastric mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR gas-
tric mucosa[MeSH Terms]) OR Pyloric Glands[Title/Abstract]) OR Gastric Glands[Title/Abstract]) OR 
stomach lining[Title/Abstract]) OR Gastric mucous membrane[Title/Abstract]) OR tunica mucosa 
ventriculi[Title/Abstract]) OR Mucous Membrane[MeSH Terms])) AND ((epithelial[Title/Abstract]) OR epi-
thelial dysplasia[MeSH Terms])) AND ((((dysplasia[Title/Abstract]) OR atypical hyperplasia[Title/
Abstract])) OR Carcinoma in Situ[MeSH Terms]))) OR ((((((atypical hyperplasia[Title/Abstract]) OR 
dysplasia[Title/Abstract])) AND (((intestines[MeSH Terms]) OR intestines[Title/Abstract]) OR 
enteron[Title/Abstract])) AND ((((mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR Mucous Membrane[MeSH Terms]) OR 
mucus membrane[Title/Abstract]) OR mucous lining[Title/Abstract])) AND ((((intestinal mucosa[Title/
Abstract]) OR intestinal mucosa[MeSH Terms]) OR ileal mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR intestinal 
mucous[Title/Abstract]))) OR (((((((((mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR Mucous Membrane[MeSH Terms]) OR 
mucus membrane[Title/Abstract]) OR mucous lining[Title/Abstract])) AND ((gastric[Title/Abstract]) OR 
stomach[Title/Abstract])) OR ((((((((gastric mucosa[Title/Abstract]) OR gastric mucosa[MeSH Terms]) OR 
Pyloric Glands[Title/Abstract]) OR Gastric Glands[Title/Abstract]) OR stomach lining[Title/Abstract]) OR 
Gastric mucous membrane[Title/Abstract]) OR tunica mucosa ventriculi[Title/Abstract]) OR Mucous 
Membrane[MeSH Terms])) AND ((epithelium[Title/Abstract]) OR epithelium[MeSH Terms])) AND 
((Metaplasia[Title/Abstract]) OR Metaplasia[MeSH Terms]))) OR (((((polyp[Title/Abstract]) OR Polyps[Title/
Abstract])) AND ((gastric[Title/Abstract]) OR stomach[Title/Abstract])) OR gastric polyps[Title/Abstract]))) 
AND (((((((((((((Microscopy, Confocal[MeSH Terms]) OR Confocal laser endomicroscopy[Title/Abstract]) OR 
Confocal Microscopy[Title/Abstract]) OR Laser Scanning Microscopy[Title/Abstract]) OR Laser Scanning 
Confocal Microscopy[Title/Abstract]) OR confocal laser scanning microscope[Title/Abstract]) OR reflec-
tance confocal microscope[Title/Abstract]) OR confocal microscope[Title/Abstract]) OR laser scanning 
confocal microscope[Title/Abstract]) OR CLE[Title/Abstract]) OR RCM[Title/Abstract]) OR CLSM[Title/
Abstract])))) AND ((((((narrow band imaging[MeSH Terms]) OR narrow band imaging[Title/Abstract]) OR 
Band Imaging, Narrow[Title/Abstract]) OR Imagings, Narrow Band[Title/Abstract]) OR Narrow Band 
Imagings[Title/Abstract])))) AND (((((((randomized controlled trial[Publication Type]) OR controlled clinical 
trial[Publication Type]) OR randomized[Title/Abstract]) OR placebo[Title/Abstract]) OR randomly[Title/
Abstract])) NOT ((animals[MeSH Terms]) NOT ((humans[MeSH Terms]) AND animals[MeSH Terms]))).
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Supplementary Table 1. Quality assessment of the studies included for the meta-analysis (QUADAS-2)

Study
Risk of Bias Applicability Concerns

Patient 
Selection

Index 
Test

Reference 
Standard

Flow and 
Timing

Patient 
Selection

Index 
Test

Reference 
Standard

Gong, 2015 L L L U L L L
Wang, 2012 U L L H L L L
Lim, 2013 H L L L L L L
Liu, 2015 L L L L L L L
Footnotes: L, Low risk; H, High risk; U, Unclear risk.

Supplementary Figure 1. Assessment of methodological quality according to the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic 
Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2).

Supplementary Figure 2. Results of Deeks’ funnel plot asymmetry test on inverse root of effective sample size of 
NBI (A) and CLE (B) for visualization of publication bias. ESS, Effective sample size.


